17th SESSION OF THE 42nd GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Thursday, January 24th, 2019

I. Call to Order - 5:42 pm Jan. 24th, 2019

II. Announcement from Brittany:
   A. VP Mariah Resignation
   B. VP Special Election Application closes Jan 31st
   C. Resignation Letter Reading

III. Mission Statement Read: Jose Escobedo

IV. GA is now an Electronic Free Zone

V. Swear - in New Senators - Justin Guerra

VI. Attendance - Deja White, Michael Sanchez, Llewella Odigie, Jennifer Perez, Claudeth Garcia, Katherine Rico, Jose Longoria, John Rust, Rachel Jendrzey, Eric M Iwanicki, Joshua Rebel, Salman Sakib, Nickola Wilson-Chung, Kayla Bustillos, Alexia Baker, Michael Barbosa, Avin Longoria, Cody Kiefer, Alicia Moreno, Regina Kinnard, Sudeep Jacob, Andrew Alexander, Je’e Willis, Rachel Onabanjo, Jose Escobedo, Alex Sexton, Joseph Carreon, Matthew Farnsworth, Tyra Allen, Justin Guerra

VII. Approval of the Minutes
   A. Approved with no objection

VIII. Invited Guests
   A. Rosanne McSweeney - Behavior Intervention Specialist
      i. BIS respond to reports of concerning behavior
      ii. Passed out response papers where individuals can report concerning behavior
      iii. BIS is not an emergency response
      iv. Repository of concerns

IX. Announcements
   A. Student Union
      i. Robin
      ii. Venom showing in the coming week
      iii. Jan. 31st Casino Night Heb ballroom 8 pm
   B. Athletics Networking Event
      i. Feb 7th - 5:30 - 6:30
      ii. Keynote Speech, Professional Panel
      iii. Chik-Fil-A Dinner

X. Open Forum
   A. None

XI. Advisor Reports
   A. Drew Shelnutt
      i. Leadership Takeover Reminder - register by 2/3/19 on RowdyLink
      ii. Sustainability.utsa.edu, accepting submissions for sustainability ideas on UTSA

XII. Executive Reports
   A. President - Brittany Garcia
      i. Senators send an email to respective Dean of College, Jan. 25th
      ii. 3 Org. Meet Up by Feb 14th
      iii. Social Media Handle Swap
      iv. Spring Summit - Feb. Second - Harris Room - 9 am - 5:30 pm
Mandatory

v. Congratulations to everyone who participated in this elections process!

University-Wide Committees

i. Falls under Aileen Montana’s tasks

ii. Please stay after the meeting

iii. President’s Distinguished Diversity Award

   i. Submissions from Feb 4 - 18

Slack

we are now using Slack

B. Vice President - Vacant

C. Treasurer - Amber Shannon Barbosa

   i. Amber.Shannon.BarbosaSGA@gmail.com

D. Secretary - Dylan Delgado

   i. Dylan.DelgadoSGA@gmail.com

   ii. Attendance Policy Change

XIII. Dress Code Announcements

A. Business Casual

XIV. Dodgeball

A. Cody Kiefer to Jeé Willis

XV. Director Reports

A. Sidney Montero - read by Carlo Garcia

   i. Nachos at Cha-Cho’s on Callaghan at 7 pm Jan 26th

B. Carlo Garcia

   i. Recruiting help for Mighty Man Push Up Challenge, February 4th, 1 - 3 pm, Sombrilla

   ii. Day at the Capitol February 13th from 7 am - 5 pm

   iii. Marielle Gaspar to Cody Kiefer

   iv. Carlo.GarciaSGA@gmail.com

   v. 210-607-1167

XVI. Congratulations New Senators

A. Create your new email

B. Committee explanations

C. Choose committee

XVII. Office Hours - 1

XVIII. Dodgeball

A. Cody Kiefer to Je’e Willis

XIX. Standing Committee Chairs

A. Academic Affairs – John Aguirre - read by Joe

   i. john.aguirresga@gmail.com

   ii. Library Town Hall

   iii. Syllabus Safety

   iv. Core Curriculum Committee

   v. +/-

   vi. BB 507 Responses

   vii. Policies AA related

   viii. Classroom Furniture

   ix. Concerns Sheet

B. Business Affairs – Jack Rust

   i. john.rustSGA@gmail.com

   ii. Business Affairs Meetings

   ● Dave Riker, Chief Lewis, Veronica Mendez
iii. Initiatives
   ● Female Hygiene Initiative, potentially sustainable in-house
   ● Umbrella Rental Initiative, also leaning towards in-house solutions
iv. BA Mission Assignments: Initiative idea from all members by end of February

C. Student Affairs – Rachel Jendrzey
   i. Rachel.JendrzeySGA@gmail.com
   ii. No meeting past Monday due to MLK
   iii. Looking at Policies relating to SA

XX. Old Business
   A. Effective Office Rules Act of 2018
      i. Judicial Ruling Opinion
         ● Ruled as an addendum to the Constitution
         ● 3/4th passing of the quorum will result in a student-wide vote
      ii. Full Reading by Alex Sexton
      iii. Amendment to strike section 2 from EOC Office Rules Act of 2018
          i. Amendment not passed to do so
      iv. Motion by Kaitlyn Law to postpone indefinitely and write similarly as a resolution
          ● The motion passed - 21 in favor, against 4, abstained 2
      v. Motion by Alex Sexton that the GA has no confidence in the SGA
         ● Ruled out of order

XXI. New Business
   A. none

XXII. Attendance
   A. Deja White, Llewella Odigie, Jennifer Perez, Claudeth Garcia, Katherine Rico, John Rust, Rachel Jendrzey, Eric M Iwanicki, Joshua Rebel, Salman Sakib, Nickola Wilson-Chung, Kayla Bustillos, Alexia Baker, Michael Barbosa, Avin Longoria, Cody Kiefer, Alicia Moreno, Regina Kinnard, Sudeep Jacob, Andrew Alexander, Jeé Willis, Rachel Onabanjo, Jose Escobedo, Alex Sexton, Joseph Carreon, Matthew Farnsworth, Tyra Allen, Justin Guerra, Kaitlyn Law

XXIII. Adjournment
   A. Objection by Katherine Rico
      i. wanted clarification about out of order ruling against Alex Sexton
   B. Objection by Joseph Carreon
      i. wanted clarification about out of order ruling against Alex Sexton
   C. Objection by Salman Sakib
      i. wanted clarification in the next GA about enforcement methods for Dress Code
   D. Adjourned @ 7:31pm